




Factory Output Expands

India’s factory output expanded for the

second consecutive month in October to

touch an eight-month high, signalling that

the recovery trend remains steady.

The Index of Industrial Production (IIP)

rose 3.6% from the year earlier, buoyed by

festive demand and aided by a sharp base

effect.



The previous high was in February, when

IIP rose 5.2%.

Factory output had grown 0.48% in

September, the first time it did so after

February.

ICRA expects IIP to slip back into a mild

contraction in November.



Manufacturing and electricity rose 3.5%

and 11.2%, respectively, while mining

output shrank 1.5%, data released Friday

showed.

Of the 22 manufacturing sub-sectors,

beverages, furniture and apparel, along

with six others witnessed a contraction in

October.



Consumer durables production, an

indicator of urban demand, grew 17.6%

while consumer nondurables witnessed

7.5% growth.

Both had contracted in October last year.

Capital goods — an indicator of investment

— emerged from 21 months of contraction

and grew 3.3% in October.



During the April-October period, India's industrial

production shrank 17.5% on year.

In the September quarter, India’s GDP contracted 7.5%,

from a historic 23.9% decline in the first quarter.

Other data have been mixed — manufacturing PMI fell to

a three-month low of 56.3 in November from 58.9, a high

of more than 12 years, in October.

Passenger vehicle sales, however, grew for the fourth

straight month in November.
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IITs Jobs

India is beating the world at Indian

Institutes of Technology (IITs) this

placement season.

For the first time, final placements are

seeing top salaries offered for India-

located jobs shoot up 30-35% higher than

in previous years, often beating best global

position offers.



At some IITs including Madras, Roorkee

and Guwahati, best-paying domestic

packages have even surpassed top

international offers, ensuring that these

newly-minted graduates will be earning

more sitting in India than they would have

abroad.

Many of these skills that are in demand are

for work-from-home roles.



In a pandemic-hit year, where the likes of

Microsoft and Uber have not yet opened up

international roles at campuses, firms such

as MTX Group, Quantbox Research and

Graviton have rolled out offers of ₹70-80

lakh for India postings.

Institutes say that top domestic salaries in

previous years have usually hovered

around the ₹45-62 lakh levels at the most.



At IIT Roorkee, the top domestic offer this

time is ₹80 lakh, 16% higher than the

highest international offer of ₹69 lakh and

28% higher than ₹62.28 lakh domestic offer

last year.

It’s the same at IIT Guwahati, where the

top domestic offer of ₹70 lakh is not just

35% higher than last year’s ₹52 lakh, but

also a shade higher than this year’s highest

international salary of 125,000 Singapore

dollars (₹69 lakh).



India – Uzbek Virtual Summit

Prime Minister Narendra Modi and

Uzbekistan President Shavkat Mirziyoyev

on Friday agreed to widen their counter-

terror partnership, and “underlined the

need for every country to ensure that its

territory is not used to launch terrorist

attacks against other countries”.





New Delhi and Tashkent at a virtual summit also decided

to explore connectivity routes via International North–

South Transport Corridor (INSTC) – a 7,200-km

multimode ship, rail, and road freight route connecting

India, Iran, Azerbaijan and Russia – and Chabahar port in

Iran, according to a joint statement issued after the

summit.



Modi and Mirziyoyev strongly condemned

terrorism in all its forms and manifestations

and reaffirmed the determination of their

countries to combat this menace by

destroying terrorist safe-havens, networks,

infrastructure and funding channels, the

statement said.



Samsung Exit China

Smartphone major Samsung will invest

₹4,825 crore to relocate a mobile and IT

display production unit from China to NCR

in Uttar Pradesh, giving a boost to India’s

bid to expand local manufacturing,

especially at the cost of China.

The UP Cabinet on Friday approved special

incentives to Samsung Display Noida Pvt

Ltd, which is expected to provide direct

employment to 510 people at the plant.



The company had earlier this week said it

was planning new initiatives in

manufacturing in India to make it an

electronics manufacturing and exports

hub.

Samsung makes more than 70% of the

total display products used in TVs, mobile

phones, tablets, watches, etc., in the world.

It has plants in South Korea,Vietnam and

China.



The company already has a big mobile

manufacturing unit in Noida, which was

inaugurated by Prime Minister Narendra

Modi in 2018.

Samsung had then committed ₹4,915

investment for the factory.

Samsung and Apple’s production partners

Foxconn, Wistron and Pegatron are among

companies that recently received approval

from the Indian government to invest under

the production-linked incentives scheme

for electronics manufacturing.



Under the scheme, they can avail

incentives for producing mobile phones

with invoice value ₹15,000.

Samsung has plans to produce handsets

worth over $40 billion in India under the PLI

scheme.

The South Korean company recently told

the government that it will start TV

production in Chennai by December 2020.



Samsung was the largest exporter of Uttar

Pradesh last fiscal, shipping products

worth $2.7 billion.

It has set an export target of $50 billion

during the next five years.

As per the ‘UP Electronics Manufacturing

Policy 2017’, Samsung will get exemption

of stamp duty in transfer of land.



The state government will also make

financial provision of ₹250 crore for this

project over five years.

Samsung will also receive financial

incentive of ₹460 crore under the central

government’s Scheme for Promotion of

Manufacturing Electronic Components and

Semiconductors (SPECS), the state said.



New EU Rules for Social Media

Social media and other tech platforms

could face fines as high as 6% of global

revenue if they don’t comply with orders to

remove terror propaganda or other illegal

posts, according to a draft of European

Union regulations.

The plans by the EU come as regulators

around the world crack down on powerful

tech giants in an effort to restore

competition to their markets.



On Wednesday, Facebook was sued by US

antitrust officials and a coalition of states

that want to unwind its acquisitions of

Instagram and WhatsApp, alleging the

deals were designed to illegally squash

competition.

The measures to be unveiled by the

European Commission on December 15 are

an attempt to force tech companies to take

responsibility for illegal content posted or

products sold on their sites.
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Do you know? 

Nalanda = Na+alam+Daa, meaning “no stopping of the gift of knowledge”
So do gift share this lecture with your loved ones. Thanks 


